To submit a proposal for the CB² fall 2015 meeting, please complete the required proposal sections below and send to your site director by September 14, 2015 (midnight local time). Iowa State University faculty should send their proposals to David Grewell at dgrewell@iastate.edu, and Washington State University faculty should send theirs to Michael Kessler at michaelr.kessler@wsu.edu.

Proposal Format Guidelines

- Maximum length: 2 pages
- Font size: 11 point
- Font type: Times New Roman
- Line spacing: Single
- Margins: 1 inch

Required Proposal Sections

**Project Title**

**PIs and co-PIs**

**Project Objectives**
One paragraph with short, clearly defined objective(s) including the potential impact of the work.

**Industrial Relevance, Need and Appropriateness for the Center**
Two paragraphs

**Experimental Plan**
One page of detailed experimental plan and plans to address risks.

**Proposed Deliverables**
One paragraph, can be bullets

**Research Facilities**
One paragraph addressing only key pieces of available equipment and/or durable goods to be purchased under the proposal budget.

**Timeline and Budget**
One paragraph with Gantt chart, include number of students supported.